Only check each statement that is an absolute “yes!”

Focus

Getting
Started!

Leaping
Forward!

Finding
Freedom!

Time

Support

Clients

Income

I have a written,
90-day plan for
staying focused

I set clear boundaries
to protect my time

I have a coach/mentor
I am accountable to

I am clear who my
ideal clients are

I feel confident about
my fees and packages

I have a clearly
defined 1-year vivid
vision that pulls me
forward

I have a clear template
for how to spend my
time each day

I am surrounded
by people who
champion me

I have identified the
top 3 challenges/
problems I solve

I have a marketing
plan to meet my 1year income goal

I have collaboration
partners who regularly
promote me

I spend my time
focused on income
generating activities

I am regularly
challenged to stretch
and achieve new goals

I stand out with a clear
message, brand and
presence in my market

I expect to increase
my income by 50% (or
more) in the next year

I have specific
strategies for
marketing and growing
my business

I am clear about the
value of my time

I have let go of the
‘do it alone’ mentality
that holds others back

I have a plan to
dramatically increase
the number of clients I
serve in the next year

I have let go of beliefs
about money that have
held me back

I feel my business
fully capitalizes on my
strengths & creativity

I delegate everything
that is not directly
income generating

I have a team who
frees my time

I am a recognized
expert in my industry

I have passive and
leveraged ways of
creating revenue

I have bold money
goals that inspire me
to think in new ways
about my business

I maximize every
opportunity to leverage
my time

I regularly invest in
mentoring and experts
to help me fast-track
my growth

I have lead generating
and client attraction
systems that run
automatically

I have multiple
streams of income

Yes, I want a complimentary discovery session!
Yes, please gift me with your free tips!
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